MARRIOTT HOTELS

HOUSTON
GALLERIA CONNECTION
WE ARE PLEASED TO OFFER A MULTI-HOTEL PACKAGE
JW MARRIOTT HOUSTON
THE WESTIN GALLERIA HOUSTON
THE WESTIN OAKS AT THE GALLERIA

CONNECT WITH US TO BRING YOU GREATER MEETING POSSIBILITIES WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE OF THE GALLERIA SHOPPING CENTER

GUEST ROOMS
- 1,000 GUEST ROOMS
- 46 SUITES
- VIP CLUB LOUNGES
- NEW RENOVATIONS

EVENTS
- 135,000 SQUARE FEET OF MEETING SPACE
- 61 MEETING ROOMS
- 26,000 SQUARE FEET OF EXHIBIT SPACE
- IDEAL FOR GROUPS RANGING FROM 1,000 TO 3,000

THE GALLERIA
- OVER 375 STORES
- 30 RESTAURANTS
- ALL WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE
- TRANSPORTATION PARTNERSHIP AVAILABLE
JW MARRIOTT®
HOUSTON
5150 Westheimer
Houston, Texas 77056
713-961-1500

The Westin
GALLERIA
HOUSTON
5060 W. Alabama
Houston, Texas 77056
713-960-8100

The Westin
OAKS
HOUSTON
AT THE GALLERIA
5011 Westheimer at Post Oak
Houston, Texas 77056
713-960-8100
WE CAN HOST MEETINGS OF ANY SIZE WITH 1,000 GUEST ROOMS AVAILABLE WITHIN ONE MILE TO ACCOMMODATE WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE OF THE GALLERIA SHOPPING CENTER.

WE DELIVER SOPHISTICATED SPACES AND EXPERIENCES THAT KEEP THE MIND BALANCED, SHARP, AND INSPIRED.
IS YOUR MEETING A BIG DEAL?

THE GALLERIA CONNECTION IS THE SOLUTION

BOOK 1,000 PEAK ROOM NIGHTS + RECEIVE 1,000,000 REWARD POINTS

- 1,000 = 1,000,000 REWARD POINTS
- 750-999 = 750,000 REWARD POINTS
- 500-740 = 500,000 REWARD POINTS
CONTACT YOUR HOTEL REPRESENTATIVE

TERESA RUBIN
Director of Hotel Sales
o: 713-599-2120 | c: 832-609-8216
teresa.rubin@marriott.com

CATHY RIVERA
Complex Director of Group Sales
o: 713-960-6564 | c: 713-373-1841
cathy.rivera@westin.com
THANK YOU